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Abstract

In recent times, CMOS devices have played an increasing important role in the area of RF-ICs to implement part of

the high-frequency circuits. As a result, the high-frequency characteristics of CMOS devices, including stability, should

be investigated in-depth. In the design of RF amplifier, the consideration to avoid oscillation in the circuits is a must.

Basically, the instability involved in designing RF circuits can be reduced if the transistor is stable in the interesting

frequency region. In this study, the stability factor of CMOS device is discussed. First, the stability factor (i.e. k-factor)

is derived based on the microwave small-signal model of MOSFET. Therefore, small-signal parameters that affect

stability can be carefully examined. In addition, the effects of biasing and dimensions on k-factor are also discussed.

Since various operating point (or biasing) can cause device to have different effects on high frequency, the correlation

between biasing and stability is discussed in this study. Due to the fact that CMOS device has continuously shrunk in

size, a detailed discussion of the effect of MOSFETs dimension on stability is included. It is found from our experi-

mental results that the smaller the gate length, the greater is the frequency range for CMOS device to become po-

tentially unstable. � 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In recent years CMOS technologies have become vi-

able and continued its expansion in the area of RF cir-

cuit implementations as a result of the advancement of

aggressive scaling, progressiveness on high-speed per-

formance and reduction in cost. In addition, system-on-

a-chip (SOC) can be realized by integrating memories,

processor cores, logic, and analog cores into the same

silicon chip after successfully implementing front-end

circuits of RF CMOS [1]. Hence, the methodology of

designing the MOSFET device for logic and analog cir-

cuits in conjunction with RF applications has to be

investigated. In general, the following considerations

should be considered when designing a RF active cir-

cuit and they are dc bias, noise, bandwidth, power gain,

harmonic distortion, stability, and impedance matching

[2,3]. Most of these circuit performances are strongly

dependent on and restricted by transistor’s RF proper-

ties. Hence, the RF characteristics of CMOS are the main

focus to be investigated in designing device and circuit.

Recently, electrical parameters such as unity current

gain cut-off frequency (Ft), maximum oscillation fre-

quency (Fmax), maximum stable power gain (MSG),

maximum available power gain (MAG), flicker noise,

high-frequency noise figure, linearity and related dc

power consumption have been discussed in pursuit

of RF characteristics from CMOS devices [4–8]. How-

ever, there is still a lack of the decisive study with re-

spect to the parameter of stability in these literatures.
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Basically, the stability is one of the most important fac-

tors in designing RF amplifiers. An amplifier should be

fabricated to be absolutely stable within a specific fre-

quency range. Transistors with unconditionally sta-

ble will make the work of RF amplifier design easily. In

fact, transistors with potentially stable also can be used

for RF amplifier design. Additional matching network

can be used to take the matching point far from the

unstable region. However, difficulty of circuit design will

be raised, and the RF performance such as power gain

and noise level will be degraded. Besides, for working

in the stable region, passive components, which can be

used in matching network, will be limited. Requirements

on precise and scalable passive components will be se-

vere, and this eventually hard to fabricate in ICs.

Therefore, the device’s stability is extremely important

for implementing RF amplifiers successfully from tech-

nology’s perspective. Unfortunately, MOSFET exhibits

poor stability for RF active circuit design and this is es-

pecially serious while extend the technology to submicron

devices. The obviously observation is the evaluation of

maximum oscillation frequency from MSG and MAG.

Fmax is difficult to extracted from MSG and MAG

because that k > 1 occurs at extremely high frequency.

In 1976, Woods discussed the stable criteria required

to be unconditionally necessary and sufficient for a two-

ports’ active network [9]. Because of his discussion and

state, the stability theory of generally two-port network

became complete and rigorously. In 1992, Edwards and

Sinsky brought up a single parameter to replace Rollet

condition and the auxiliary conditions [10]. The single

geometrically derived parameter is simplified the design

work of RF circuits design. G€uunes� and C�etiner followed
up his work in 1998, and presented a stability analysis

for transistor with emphasis on the concept of having an

unconditionally stable working area [11]. The rigorously

derivation and theory of stability of general two-port

active were discussed in these previous works. However,

the k-factor that based on transistors’ small-signal

model (SSM) has not been discussed in these literatures.

In the early 1975, Vendelin discussed the frequency of

the peak k-factor in regard to GaAs MESFET using

simple SSM [12], only a few of feedback parameters

were used to represent the k-factor. In 1999, Gharpurey

and Viswanathan had shown the formula of k-factor

that is in terms of SSM parameters of BJT with com-

mon-emitter configuration [13]. Based on these formu-

las, tasks of circuit and device design are more easily,

and gives more useful pictures to perform a stable

transistor as evaluating the processes. However, the

discussion on the stability in terms of the SSM para-

meters of CMOS is still deficient.

In this paper, the stability of MOSFET was discussed

based on the criteria mentioned in literature [9]. In

addition, the stability factor associated with the micro-

wave SSM of MOSFET was derived, including the gate

resistance and channel charging resistance. Since the

circuit parameters such as Y-parameter and cutoff fre-

quency can be used to further verify the validity of

MOSFETs RF modeling [14,15], the stability factor

derived in conjunction with SSM parameters is benefi-

cial for verifying the accuracy of device modeling. Be-

sides, for the first time, this study provides some new

insights into the effects of biasing and scaling parameters

on stability. Subsequently, the stability factor derived in

terms of SSM parameters was verified by our experi-

mental results. These new insights as well as the asso-

ciated comprehension can be useful and valuable for

device and circuit design.

2. Experimental and measurement

MOS transistors used in this study were fabricated on

6-in. wafers using 0.35 lm logic technology. Gate oxide

and polysilicon gate were 70 �AA and 0.25 lm in thickness

respectively. A sidewall spacer having a width of 0.21

lm was used with source/drain and gate treated by a

salicide process using Ti/TiN material. The final gate’s

sheet resistance was 2–5 X/� after salicidation process.

The common-source configuration was generally

used in a testing of RF device pattern. The gate and

drain of the test transistor in this work are connected to

the port-1 and port-2 respectively, while the source and

substrate are connected to the ground pads. In addition,

the pads are configured in ground–signal–ground for

each port to perform S-parameter measurements. The

S-parameter measurements are executed using an

HP8510C network analyzer. Operationally, the range of

sweep frequency is between 0.3 and 29.7 GHz, and the

source power is �10 dbm with 20 db attenuation to

avoid non-linear distortion. The measurement system

was first calibrated by short-open-load-through (SOLT)

procedures on impedance-standard substrate (ISS); and

testing devices were de-embedded by open and short

dummy patterns [16–19].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Calculation of new stability-factor model

The first step in designing RF active circuit is to

determine the stability of transistor, this is especially

important for amplifier design. Fig. 1 illustrates the two-

port network to depict the stability of a transistor. The

input and output reflection coefficients CIN and COUT

were given as follow [3],

CIN ¼ S11 þ
S12S21CL

1� S22CL

ð1Þ

COUT ¼ S22 þ
S12 þ S21CS

1� S11CS

ð2Þ
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where S11, S12, S21 and S22 are the scattering parameters

of transistor, CL and CS are the load reflection and

source reflection coefficient respectively, as denoted in

Fig. 1. The network becomes unstable (or oscillates) if

jCINj > 1 or jCOUTj > 1 for possible passive load or

source impedance. This implies the fact that the real part

of input (or output) impedance is negative, and hence,

somewhat can be imaged as the input (or output) im-

pedance ‘‘generates energy’’ feedback to generator (or

load). Hence, to obtain both jCINj < 1 and jCOUTj < 1,

adding a positive resistive matching network can tuned

the unstable network to be stable. However, the added

resistive network increases the noise level of the network

and lowering both the power gain and bandwidth of

amplifier. Another technique is neutralizing which is

proposed to cancel S12 by adding feedback network. The

reduced S12 can then increase the k-factor. This usually

performed by connecting an inductor between gate and

drain to resonate gate-to-drain capacitance. This neu-

tralizing technique will reduce the power gain but in-

crease the bandwidth. The conditions required for this

two-port network to be unconditionally stable are that

both jCINj and jCOUTj become less than unity for all

possible CL and CS values with load and source imped-

ance in a positive real part. Moreover, the accepted

conditions necessary and sufficient for a two-port net-

work to be unconditionally stable are [9–11]

k ¼ 1� S11j j2 � S22j j2 þ Dj j2

2 S12S21j j

" #
> 1 ð3Þ

and

Dj j ¼ S11S22j � S12S21j < 1 ð4Þ

where k is the stability factor of the transistor and it is

commonly used to gauge the stability of both devices

and circuits in the area of computer aided design. The

unconditionally stable criteria shown in Eqs. (3) and (4)

are the most simplified forms to be widely used. How-

ever, a formulation containing admittance can be used

to obtain more emphasized insights for stability factor,

k, as shown in Eq. (5) [20,21].

k ¼ Re Y11ð ÞRe Y22ð Þ �Re Y12Y21ð Þ
Y12Y21j j ð5Þ

Fig. 2 shows the measurement data of k-factor and

jDj-factor versus the sweeping frequency ranging from

0.3 to 29.7 GHz for a MOSFET at different biases. The

jDj-factor is normally less than 1, which satisfies the

unconditionally stable condition as shown in Eq. (4).

Notice that jDj-factor is less than one for each device

observed. However, the k-factor decreases with de-

creasing frequency and becomes less than 1 in the lower

frequency regime (i.e., no longer unconditionally stable).

Hence, the k-factor will be the main focus in the further

discussion of this paper.

The SSM of a MOSFET is shown in Fig. 3, and the

Y-parameter of the SSM can be expressed by using the

form found in [8]. Herein, only the intrinsic part of

MOSFET is considered for calculating efficient. In ad-

dition, gate resistance, Rg, and channel charging resis-

tance, ri, were also included in our calculation to

examine their effects on transistor’s stability. After-

wards, the Y-parameter that was described in [8] is used

to substitute in Eq. (5). With the second order approx-

imation performed to the frequency, the k-factor in

terms of SSM parameters can be calculated in the fol-

lowing:

k ffi
x 2RggdsC2

g þ 2rigdsC2
gs þ 2RggmCgCgd þ C2

gd

� �
x2 C2

gd þ 2RggmCgCgd

� �2

þ g2mC
2
gd

� �1=2

¼
2RggdsC2

g þ 2rigdsC2
gs þ 2RggmCgCgd þ C2

gd

� �
C2

gd þ 2RggmCgCgd

� �2

þ gmCgd=x
� �2� �1=2 ð6Þ

Fig. 1. A two-port active network illustrating the reflection

coefficients.

Fig. 2. Illustration of unity-stability-factor frequency. Two bias

conditions were performed (i.e. Vgs ¼ 1:2 V, Vds ¼ 3:0 V and

Vgs ¼ 3:0 V, Vds ¼ 0:6 V). The range of swept frequency is 0.3–

29.7 GHz.
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where gm represents the gate transconductance, gds is

the output conductance, Cg is equal to Cgs þ Cgd, and x
is the swept radius frequency. The derived k-factor

ignores the effect of in-series source/drain resistance. In

practical, the drain and source resistance will increase

the value of k-factor and the device tends to stable. It

can be seen from Eq. (6) that the k-factor is increased

with increasing frequency, and the k-factor is dominated

by both transconductance and gate-to-drain capacitance

in lower frequency region. The channel charging resis-

tance that represents the non-quasi-static effect of

channel charges would increase the k-factor as observed

in Eq. (6). Since riCgs is the charging time constant of

channel charges, this means k-factor will be larger in

longer channel or higher speed signals. Another of in-

terest parameter in Eq. (6) is the gate resistance, and it

was also found that increase of Rg could cause the k-

factor to increase.

Next, we define the unity stability-factor frequency,

fk , of which it is the frequency with k ¼ 1 as indicated by

the arrow sign in Fig. 2. By using the concept of unity

stability-factor frequency, the insight of transistor’s sta-

bility can be fulfilled more significantly and the boundary

between unconditionally stable and potentially stable

regions can be observed more clearly. Unity stability-

factor frequency can be treated as the bandwidth of

potentially unstable of transistor and also can be denoted

as the corner frequency of MSG andMAG. For many of

the applications, the bandwidth of potentially unstable is

required as small as possible. The unity stability-factor

frequency can be derived from Eq. (6) by setting k ¼ 1, as

expressed in Eq. (7)

where d ¼ Cgd=Cg, s ¼ Cgs=Cg. Eq. (7) also ignored the

contribution from d4, since it is very small as compared

with other terms included in the dominator of Eq. (7).

This result arises from the fact that the capacitance of

intrinsic gate to drain reduces drastically in saturation

region. For convenience’ sake, Eq. (7) can be simplified

to more made brief expressions as shown in Eqs. (8a)

and (8b) because the MOSFET are operated in satura-

tion region for most RF active circuits,

fk � gmd 2pCg

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8gdsRgds½gms2ðRg þ riÞ þ dsð3gmRg þ 1Þ


qn o.
ð8aÞ

� ftd
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½8gdsRgdsðgms2ðRg þ riÞ þ dsð3gmRg þ 1Þs


q.
ð8bÞ

where ft ¼ gm=ð2pCgÞ is the cut-off frequency of MOS-

FET. The derived unity stability-factor frequency in

Eqs. (8a) and (8b) is especially suitable for saturation

regime since the corresponding d3, and d2 terms located

in the dominator were ignored. From Eq. (8b), fk is

proportional to ft, indicating that the device falls off

more from a wider and potentially unstable frequency

region with larger bandwidth. The measurement data of

fk versus ft at different Vgs and Vds confirms this corre-

lation as shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5, parameters d and s

with which they can strongly affect the stability as ex-

pressed in Eqs. (8a) and (8b) are the feedback related

parameters in SSM [12,22,23]. It can be seen in Fig. 5

that smaller Cgd=Cg or larger Cgs=Cg would result in

smaller fk to be derived from Eq. (8a); therefore, smaller

d and larger s are beneficial to stable RF amplifier de-

sign. In fact, capacitance Cgd provides a feedback path

and the reflected energy was coupled from the drain

toward the gate and vanished by Rg if stable as illus-

trated in Fig. 3. The other feedback energy will through

the gate-to-source capacitance to the ground and van-

ished too.

3.2. The effects of bias and scaling parameter on stability

Since Si-based BJTs have been employed to building

the RF front-end blocks in most RF applications, hence,

compare its stability with CMOS can be valued to es-

tablish the instable issue of CMOS. The k-factor and

jDj-factor of BJT were measured by using different Vbe
biases as shown in Fig. 6. The BJT under testing was

fabricated with 0.8 lm double polysilicon BiCMOS

process and have an emitter area of 0:8� 10 lm2.

Fig. 3. The SSM of MOSFET for the derivation of k-factor.

The feedback paths from the output toward the input port were

also indicated.

fk ¼
gmd

4pCg

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gdsRg gds þ gds

ri
Rg

� �
s4 þ 2 3gmRg þ 1

� �
d3sþ 2gm Rg þ ri

� �
ds3 þ 2gmri þ 6gmRg þ Rg þ ri

Rg
þ 1

� �
d2s2

h ir ð7Þ
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Similar to the MOSFET, jDj-factor of BJTs were always
less than unity as observed, and hence satisfies one of the

stability criterions, that is Eq. (4). Similar to aforemen-

tioned stability of MOSFET, k-factor becomes the only

one factor to determine the stability of transistor. It is

found that fk equals to 4 GHz at Vbe ¼ 0:8 V and 1 GHz

at Vbe ¼ 0:88 V. The broadband (fk is less than 1 GHz)

to be unconditionally stable is achievedwith Vbe ¼ 0:95V.
This is beneficial for RF amplifier design without lossy

matching network. However, broadband to be uncon-

ditionally stable in MOSFET cannot be obtained under

any biases. Basically, MOSFET is inherently potentially

unstable at low and intermediate frequency regions as

mentioned previously. Fig. 7 shows the mapping CIN

contour in the CL plane of specific interesting frequen-

cies (or called output stability circle). The bias condi-

tions are Vgs ¼ 3 V and Vds ¼ 3:3 V. While at 1.8 GHz,

the unstable region is almost half of the Smith chart and

is associated with inductive reactance. This implies the

fact that the allowed matching network is restricted to

design stable amplifiers. With increased frequency, the

unstable area decreased and becomes unconditionally

stable up to 14.4 GHz. To perform a stable amplifier

design, a safe way is to add resistive matching network.

For instance, one can add in-series 50� 5 ¼ 250 X re-

sistor to the output port of two-port network to achieve

unconditionally stable. The added 250 X resistor can

further ensure that two-port network is unconditionally

stable at 2.4 and 5.7 GHz and so on. However, resistive

matching to ensure broadband unconditional stable is

Fig. 4. Unity-stability-factor frequency versus unity current-

gain frequency with various biases.

Fig. 5. Feedback parameters d ¼ Cgd=Cg and s ¼ Cgs=Cg versus

the calculated fk .

Fig. 6. k-factor and jDj-factor versus swept frequency for npn-

BJT with emitter area 0.810 lm2. The bias conditions are

Vce ¼ 3:0 V and Vbe ¼ 0:80, 0.88 and 0.95 V respectively.

Fig. 7. Output stability circle of MOSFET with W ¼ 100 lm,

L ¼ 0:35 lm and m ¼ 20. The regions inside of circles represent

the unstable region for each specific frequency. The Smith chart

is the unity CL circle.
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not an efficient method because of the increased thermal

noise and reduced power gain. Another approach is to

design the amplifier to be conditionally stable. This ap-

proach needs lots of trial and error iterations, and needs

precise passive components in ICs and accurate RF

models. However, precise components and accurate

model are the two major bottlenecks in IC level. Hence,

in our view of points, optimization on unconditionally

stable related to transistors’ biases and geometry might

be the more efficiency approach.

In Figs. 8 and 9, fk is found to increase with in-

creasing Vds, and tends to saturate at higher Vds. Recalled

Eq. (8a) that can be helpful to analyze the bias depen-

dence. Since Rg and Cg were almost constant with Vds,
the effect of bias is dominated by gds and gm. Observed

the denominator and numerator of Eq. (8a) respectively,

gds decreased with increased Vds and gm increased with

Vds, the denominator has weaker bias dependence com-

pared to numerator. Hence, the increased fk is mainly

due to increased gm. In fact, based on Eq. (8a), the unity-

stability-factor frequency is roughly proportional to

ðgm=gdsÞ1=2, which is similar to the low-frequency voltage

gain from common-source amplifier, i.e., ðgm=gdsÞ. For
the straightforward sense, transistors with higher power

gain should have larger MSG and MAG, and hence,

higher fk . Hence, stability should be the main focus

when designing the RF amplifier with common-source

configuration. At higher Vds, the tail of fk is reduced

because of the slight increase of gds, caused by the im-

pact ionization [24]. In addition, similar analysis can be

used to observe Vgs dependence of fk . Again, observed

from Fig. 8 and 9, fk at Vgs ¼ 1:2 V is higher than that at

Vgs ¼ 3:0 V because a maximum gm is obtained at Vgs ¼
1:2 V.

The significance of the layout geometry on the RF

FOM’s has been discussed evident in Refs. [4–6,8,18,25],

and included their optimization. RF performance such

as Ft, Fmax and NFmin can be obviously improved with

shrinking technologies, and hence, makes CMOS tech-

nology become attractive in RF applications. The in-

trinsic cut-off frequency is proportional to 1=L2 without

velocity saturation and 1=L with velocity saturation

[26]. In addition, Fmax is proportional to 1=
ffiffiffi
L

p
roughly

[8]. However, as mentioned previously, stability will be

a trade-off parameter as implement a RF circuit espe-

cially the amplifier. Fig. 8 shows the length dependence

of fk with fixed finger number (m) and total gate width.

The unity-stability-factor frequency was increased with

reduced gate length. The stability issue will be emerged

for short channel devices and might make the RF am-

plifier design difficult. Fig. 10 shows the comparison of

MSG and MAG of 0.18 lm and 0.13 lm technologies of

CMOS with the same total gate width and finger num-

ber. The broader bandwidth of MSG of 0.13 lm tech-

nology implies broader potentially unstable bandwidth,

Fig. 8. fk versus Vds for different biases and gate lengths.

Fig. 9. fk versus Vds for different biases and finger numbers.

Fig. 10. MSG and MAG of 0.18 and 0.13 lm technologies of

MOSFET.
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and hence, larger unstable region on the Smith chart.

Even though, selecting proper devices’ dimension, that

is, finger number and total gate width, can perform

optimization on stability. Smaller finger number (e.g.,

m ¼ 4 in Fig. 9) can reduce fk down to 6 GHz with

Vds ¼ Vgs ¼ 3 V. Widen total gate width (W ¼ 200 lm in

Fig. 11) also can reduce fk down to 4 GHz with

Vds ¼ Vgs ¼ 3 V. However, these rule somewhat tends

to increased the gate resistance and degrade the NFmin

and Fmax. One might recall Eq. (8a), since Rg is reverse

proportional to fk , our measurement data coincides the

derived model. In practical, even the increased finger

number can increase the Fmax, but MSG cannot be im-

proved. As shown in Ref. [25], each finger number keeps

the same MSG until the MAG appear and increased

Fmax with increased finger number. Herein, we suggest

that technology in progressing Rg, such as T-shape gate

and metal gate, can be used to reduce the NFmin, and the

finger number and gate width can be used to optimizing

stability. In addition, to the extent that both gm and gds
are proportional to W =L plus Rg is proportional to

W =ðLm2Þ, fk increases with decreasing W and L and

becomes larger with increasing m. Experimental mea-

surements of fk confirm that a wider width and a smaller

finger number are desirable for achieving a broader and

unconditionally stable band.

4. Conclusion

A comprehensive study on MOS device stability for

RF application has been performed for the first time.

The simplified calculation of k-factor based on the SSM

including gate resistance was achieved. Meanwhile,

unity stability-factor frequency was also proposed to

gain an insight into the stability of MOSFET. Further-

more, the effects of both biasing and scaling parameters

on stability were also characterized. The results indicate

that devices with short and narrow channel and large

finger number can increase their unity stability-factor

frequency; hence, these devices can make the design of

RF circuits more complicated. It is proposed from the

results of this study that a RF active circuit operating at

2.4 GHz and above can be unconditionally stable by

adopting proper scaling and biasing conditions without

the need of an additional stability-related matching

network.
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